
Make your own SimHerd analysis
From A to Z
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Click on Brugerlogin
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1. Choose language
2. Enter Username (your e-mail address)
3. And password (simherd)
4. Put a tick mark in the box
5. Click on ”Log in”

1.                            2.                                     3.         4.            5.



The other two buttons
• Synkronisera: Communicate with the cattle database. This is only operational in Denmark
• Undervisning: Upload a standard 200-cow herd. This is used for teaching on universities and agricultural schools

6. Click on NTM
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8. Choose country

Jönsson

12345
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7. Enter name and herd ID



9. Enter basic data and 
choose breed and system*

*You have to choose one breed. 
Choose the breed with most cows in 
the herd. Only NTM report should be
done with both breeds
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10. Choose your levels that best
represent your herd

Either choose a ”Låg, Gennomsnitt and Hög” 
level if you only know that your herd is under-
or overperforming or just average. 
Or enter the exact values if you know them.

”Låg” and ”Hög” represent the 10% of the 
Swedish herds with the lowest and highest value
for this parameter, respectively.

Point at the ”questions marks” with your mouse, 
to go explanations on the key-figures
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11. Click on ”skriv in fler detaler” 
to choose your own level of 
sexed semen used today.

You can also click on one of the upper 3 
buttons. Then you start the analysis
immediately, which means you are
finished
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11. Choose on 1 
of the 3 analyses
If you choose Köt, you
can can also run the 
other ones. More about
that later.
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12. Choose your own
level of sexed semen use
Or if you want to see/edit more 
herd-specific data. Skip to page 11

12. Scroll down

Here you can enter more details. Read the 
question marks behind the key-figures.

To enter your own levels of sexed semen, 
please scroll down.
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13. Choose the levels
of sexed semen as they
are used today

I advice to enter 0 for 
köttrassperma kor and 
let SimHerd find out 
what the optimal level
of kött should be. But 
that’s just my personal
opinion. When using
0%, it makes the report
easier.

Keep scrolling down



Here you can choose, if you want ALL beef semen in the analysis to be sexed beef semen (Yvik=90% bull calves)New

Here you can specify how much lower the conception rate is for Xvik. If normal 
semen has a conception rate of 60%, then 87% means that Xvik has a conception 
rate of 52% (60%*87%)



Here you can (you don’t have to) choose how much Xvik you want to use in part 2 of the report. New
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Here you can change the 
most important prices.
You don’t have to. Depending on whether you
choose ”konventional or organic” in the 
beginning, the prices here will change.

The prices for “mjölkrastjurar og köttraskorsningar” should represent the 
price when the farmer sells them at an age of 3 weeks. If the farmer sells 
the calves at a higher age and therefore at a higher price (12.000 kr. for 
example) you should not enter 12.000 kr. here, because in SimHerd we don’t 
include feeding costs of these calves. So we should enter “12.000 minus the 
feeding costs”. By clicking on this link, you go to an on-line calculator that 
helps you with that. The calculator is explained on the next page.
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Here you can enter:
• the age of the calves, when they are sold.
• their weight 
• the price per kg slaughter weight
• the costs of feeding, bedding, veterinary…

This is simply the calculated result of the 
slaktvikt and slaktpris that you entered.

This is the calculated result of the feeding 
costs and “slaktålder” that you entered. But 
also the costs of dödlighet and arbete, which 
you can specify in the bottom.

This is the difference between the intäkter
and kostnader.
This TB is the value you should enter for the 
price of mjölkrastjurear, köttraskorsning-
kvigor and köttraskorsning-tjurar (see 
previous page). 

Point your mouse over the cells 
with * to get an explanation

This is the Swedish report that we based this spreadsheet on.

THIS CALCULATOR IS NOT RELEVANT TO USE IF THE FARMER SELLS THE CALVES AS SOON AS POSSIBLE AFTER BIRTH. 
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15. Click on ”Spara”

16. Click on ”Kalibrering”
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17. Click on the report you want
Run Kött, for example

17b. Click on ”Kalibrer”
If you want to simulate
specific scenarios. Go to 
page 19

17a. Click on one of these
If you want to create one of the 
three reports. See next page

Now you have 2 options; 17a or 17b
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18. Click on OK
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19. You can now do three things

1) Create one of the other reports
The Kött button disappears, since this is the 
analysis that is running now. The button
appears again, once the analysis is finished

2) Start with a new herd 

3) Log out

2)
3)

1)
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17. Click on the report you want
Run Kött, for example

This is how your herd looks like, 
in the future. It’s a prognosis

Main categories
Sub categories

This is the next step, in case 
you clicked on”Kalibrer” (17b) 
on page 16…
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17. Click on the report you want
Run Kött, for example

This is how your herd looks like, in the 
future. It’s a prognosis. 
The prognosis will also tell you, how
many heifers you will be able to sell in 
the future, as a result of the 
insemination strategy you entered in 
the Data.

18. Click on Scenario. 
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17. Click on the report you want
Run Kött, for example

19. Change any
parameter…one or several

20. Click on ”Spara”
21. Click on ”Run”
Wait until the report is finished. You
will be send there automatically.
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17. Click on the report you want
Run Kött, for example 22. Click on ”Översikt”
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17. Click on the report you want
Run Kött, for example

19-2. Change any number…

20-2. Click on ”Spara”
21-2. Click on ”Run”
Wait until the report is finished. You
will be send there automatically.

Skapa PDF
You can include max. 7 scenarios in 1 PDF. In 

case there is no box in front of the scenario 
to put the tic-mark in, it means you need to 

go in and run the scenario first.

23. Skapa NYT scenario


